Our Host: SCHOEMANPARK GOLFCLUB

New members
None

guests
None

PROSPECTIVE MEMbers
Johan Botha
Marius Swart

BIRTHDAYS FOR JULY 2020:

01 July 2020 : David Wesso
MC Pienaar
14 July 2020 : Barney Lindeque
30 July 2020 : Vaugn Healey
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What a glorious day it turned out to be, especially with Saturday being very
unpleasant…we always just get the tail of the cold fronts sent to us by our WP and Boland
colleagues.
Arriving at Schoemanpark everything was well organised by their staff with temperature
checks and forms to be filled out by our over 65’s. As the Nomads arrived at the grounds it
became a game to recognise the face behind the mask. Players had their tee-times and arrived
just-in- time as requested.
It must be said that the new way of working that was implemented during lock-down was
also applied with our match secretary Caren Bester not even being present but sending all the
scorecards and draws to us. Combine this with the pre-payment system implemented,
everything went smoothly.
I went over to the tee box and it was evident that some of the players were very eager, but
slightly rusty, or it was the first game to implement the swing changes made during the long
hours of practice during lockdown. Some even used the aggressive practice swing method
(twice) or otherwise known as a freshy to start their day. Fortunately, the clubhouse is closed,
and it did not cost them an arm and a leg as usual.
I had the privilege to play with Jean Khouri, Barney Fourie and Laurie Badenhorst. The
company was very pleasant, and we were at stages absolutely amazed that Jean (The Flash)
was even able to speed up his swing from earlier speeds achieved!
We got the thumbs-up from Schoemanpark for the way we conducted ourselves during our
game -thank you to everyone for your contribution.
I want to thank everyone that responded to our survey that was send out last week. Thus far
we have received 33 responses and are awaiting the rest. Your response is anonymous, and
your honest feedback will be appreciated.
We have also received the news of the death of Dr Sydney Mogafe, previously a member of
Free State Nomads before his move to Border. Really enjoyed his company whenever we
found ourselves at a tournament. RIP Sydney.
Be safe and see you at the next game.
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GOLF FUNNIES:
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Most golf: Sponsored by Kukama Safari ( Riaan Oelrich)

Neels Bezuidenhout : 22 Points

Runner-up:

A-Division : Rudi Botha
34 points

B-Division : Hennie Labuschagne C-Division: Roy de Freitas
37 points
33 points

Winner:

A-Division : Moeketsi Machogo
34 points
B-Division : Marius Swart (Pros.)
38 points
C-Division : Louis Lange
34 points
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Over 55 ( Old Toppies )

Moeketsi Machogo
34 Points

Playing 4-ball Winners:

Louis Lange
Johan Botha ( Pros.)
David Wesso
Johan Mostert

123 Points

Drawn 4 – ball Winners:

Marius Swart (Pros.)
John Annandale
Rudi Botha
Joe De Beer

125 Points

Worst Playing 4 ball( Altar Bunnies): Sponsored by Mmakti Trading
( Benny Lindeque)
Neels Bezuidenhout
MC Pienaar
Leon Jordaan
“Ghost”
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Best playing pair: Sponsored by Puma Langenhovenpark ( Jean Khouri)

Hennie Labuschagne
+
“Ghost”

Nomads champion of the day:

MARIUS SWART (Pros.)
38 Points
2 Clubs / Eagles:
2-CLUBS:
Wessel Mostert

Jean Khouri

Barney Fourie
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Big Thank you to our Local Sponsors:
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